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This document reports OHS’ investigation of a fatal incident in July 2013. It begins with a short 

summary of what happened. The rest of the report covers this same information in much greater 

detail.  

 

Incident summary 

The incident occurred on 1 July, 2013 at the Syncrude Aurora Mine site. The worker was an 

apprentice heavy duty mechanic (mechanic) who was working to troubleshoot lights on a 

HAMM model 3520 vibrating drum packer. Witnesses stated the mechanic was exiting the 

packer, and he fell out of it. When he fell, the packer moved forward and the rear left tire ran 

over the mechanic, causing fatal injuries.  

 

Background information 

Owner 

Syncrude Canada Limited 

Syncrude Canada Limited (Syncrude) is based in Fort McMurray and has been operating since 

1978. The Syncrude Project is a Joint Venture undertaking among Canadian Oil Sands 

Partnership #1, Imperial Oil Resources, Mocal Energy Limited, Murphy Oil Company Ltd., 

Nexen Oil Sands Partnership, Sinopec Oil Sands Partnership and Suncor Energy Ventures 

Partnership, as the project owners, and Syncrude as the project operator. Syncrude Canada 

Limited owns the site and is Prime Contractor. 

 

Employer 

Aecon Mining is part of the Aecon group of companies. Aecon Mining is headquartered in 

Ontario with the Oil Sands division headquartered in Fort McMurray.  Aecon Mining was a 

Contractor on the site and employed the deceased worker. 

 

Supplier 

SMS Equipment Inc. is an equipment distributor serving mining, construction and forestry 

industries. The company was formed on May 12, 2008, when three equipment dealers, Federal 

Equipment, Coneco Equipment, and Transwest Mining Systems merged. The company is 

headquartered in Acheson, Alberta and has locations across Canada. SMS Equipment Inc. 

supplied the packer to Aecon Mining. 

 

Worker 

The worker was a 28-year-old third year apprentice in a four-year Heavy Duty Mechanic 

program. He started working at Syncrude sites on January 15, 2010. He had previously been 

assigned to Syncrude Base Mine and had been at the Aurora Mine for approximately one 

month. 
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Equipment and Materials 
 
HAMM model 3520 Vibratory Compactor (packer)  
 

The packer involved in the incident had been on site since February of 2013. The Gross Vehicle 

Weight (GVW) is approximately 19,800 kg. The packer is used to compact soil, gravel, etc. used 

in road building or load bearing surfaces. 

 

The packer tires were approximately 1.38 meters tall and 0.53 meters wide. The bottom of the 

door opening was approximately 1.42 meters above the ground. The distance from the roller 

frame to the tire was approximately 1.37 meters. The packer was approximately 2.2 meters wide 

and a total of 6.4 meters long. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 shows the packer looking at the left side. This was the side used by the mechanic to 

enter and exit the packer. 
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The packer had dual joysticks (one on the right side and one on the left side of the operator’s 

seat). The joysticks controlled movement either forward or backwards. The speed was controlled 

by a wheel on the operator’s seat. The park position was a half-moon cut out (detent) that the 

joysticks fit into. This was the only parking brake; there was no secondary parking brake. The 

packer also had an emergency stop button that would completely shut the machine down. The 

park brake system was hydraulic; there was no air brake system. The service brake was a 

hydrostatic system.  

 

 
Figure 2 shows the right hand joystick in the detent position. 
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Figure 3 shows the left hand joystick in the detent position.  
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Figure 4 shows steps and grab bars for access and egress.  

 

Fort Hills Lay Down area, also known as the AMR Lay Down area (lay down area) 
The lay down area was used for staging and storing equipment. The lay down area had a trailer 

used as a lunch room and various equipment such as light plants and packers. Light plants are 

portable lighting stations, powered by a gas or diesel generator. 
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Figure 5 shows lay down area. 

 
 
Sequence of events 
 

On July 1st, 2013, a fuel and lube crew went to fuel light plants in the lay down area. The packer 

was in front of the light plants. One of the fuel and lube workers tried to start the packer to allow 

easier access to the light plants. The worker could not get the packer to start and placed a trouble 

call to the maintenance department at approximately 12:55 p.m.  

 

The mechanic was assigned the trouble call at approximately 1:00 p.m. A maintenance 

supervisor was on site and assigned the trouble call to the mechanic. The mechanic arrived on 

site; he and the maintenance supervisor discussed the issue. While they discussed the issue, an 

operations supervisor and an equipment operator arrived on site. The equipment operator went to 

the packer and started it. The packer lights did not work and the mechanic went to troubleshoot 

the lights. The maintenance supervisor left the site.  

 

The equipment operator and operations supervisor were the only witnesses to the incident. They 

were not watching the mechanic, though they were looking in the general direction of the packer. 

The sequence of events is based on the interviews with the equipment operator, operations 
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supervisor and the maintenance supervisor.  

 

The mechanic parked his truck in front of the packer and set out cones to indicate maintenance 

work was being done. The machine was running while the mechanic worked to troubleshoot the 

lights. At this time, the operations supervisor and equipment operator sat in the operations 

supervisor’s truck, facing the packer. The operations supervisor and equipment operator 

observed the mechanic taking wheel chocks to the rear of the packer. The operations supervisor 

and equipment operator saw the mechanic in the cab and estimate he was in the cab for four to 

five minutes. The operations supervisor stated the mechanic was exiting the cab when the packer 

became engaged, and he fell out of the cab. The equipment operator saw the mechanic on the 

ground when the packer started moving forward. The equipment operator and operations 

supervisor saw the mechanic try to get back in the packer when the left rear tire caught his foot 

and ran over him. The packer then struck the mechanic’s work truck and started pushing the 

front end of the work truck. 

 

The equipment operator got out of the truck, ran to the packer and hit the emergency shut off 

which stopped and shut down the packer. The equipment operator then put the packer in the park 

position. 

 

The operations supervisor went to check on the mechanic and saw that the injuries were serious. 

The operations supervisor called the site Emergency Services and sent the “Man Down” call on 

the radio. 

 

The maintenance supervisor returned to the site and Emergency Services responded to the site. 

Emergency Services were unable to revive the mechanic. RCMP and OHS were notified that a 

fatal incident had occurred. 

 

Completion 

A preliminary review of the file was arranged with Alberta Justice on January 10, 2014. A copy 

of the investigation report was sent to Alberta Justice for review on September 30, 2014. On 

October 3, 2014 Alberta Justice reviewed the case and determined the case did not support any 

charges under the Occupational Health and Safety legislation. 

The file was closed on October 6, 2014. 
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